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Key Insights
• Emerging market displays a positive outlook for investors as EM bonds continue to exhibit
strong performance and growth.
• Continued dispersion in annualised returns indicates opportunities for investors to take advantage of thorough active management.
• Volatility levels of bonds are converging and condensing.
• Chinese and Japanese markets offer the highest calendar year returns and continue to be attractive markets for investors.
Analysis of the bond market and performance
Across the bond market, emerging market bonds are exhibiting strong performance with EM USD
experiencing a 10.81% annualised return which outperforms other bonds. Following EM, Global High
Yield also experienced the strong performance with a 10.64% annualised return. Both Global High
Yield and EM aggregate have delivered equity-like returns since 2010. Other EM bonds have also experienced the positive trend in growth, including EM Hard Currency and EM USD Aggregate exhibiting
a positive outlook on the growth of the emerging market.
Furthermore, it can be observed that emerging market bonds are outperforming the global market due
to high investor confidence in the growth of emerging markets. In addition to strong performance from
emerging market bonds, Exhibit 1 also displays a diverging of bond growth across the market with an
identifiable break-out trend across the graph. This pattern of expanding growth and optimistic bond
performance is representative of a risk-on theme in the bond market. In risk-on environments, investors have a higher tendency to invest in high-risk investments.
With the interest rates at record lows, it is unlikely that capital growth will be a key driver of bond
returns in the future. Investors looking for stable and defensive income streams from developed markets need to embrace absolute return strategies that focus on income. EMD still offers opportunities
for duration position, however the volatility experienced by investors is much greater from EMD.
Exhibit 1: EM bonds offering the highest growth with EM USD outperforming the market
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The annualised return shows that in recent years, EM Hard Currency and Global High Yield have
similar return patterns from 2016 to 2018 before converging with Global High Yield to exhibit better
performance. However, from 2010, Global High Yield has continuously outperformed EM Hard Currency. Furthermore, Exhibit 2 displays that both Global High Yield and EM Hard Currency peaked
towards the end of 2015 before experiencing a downward trend in annualised returns.
Exhibit 2: Continued dispersion in returns offers opportunities to investors through active management

Exhibit 3 highlights that yield dispersion continues to offer opportunities to investors to add value
through active management. It can be observed that monthly yields follow a cyclical trend and the yields
for many bond segments were significantly higher during the GFC. The Global Aggregate Corp High
Yield Hedged peaked during 01/09 reaching 20% in just one month. However, since the GFC, many
market sector yields have significantly converged and not all sectors offer commensurate risk premiums. The exhibit shows that over time, bonds yields have fallen but the spread of the returns has also
converged.
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Exhibit 3: Yields levels across bonds are beginning to converge and condense

The distribution of monthly yields shows that Global High Yield experiences the highest dispersion and
also holds the highest median yields. This exhibits to investors that riskier bonds are offering a better
spread and potentially higher return, especially in comparison to government bonds. Exhibit 3 also
shows that healthier levels of yield are still available to compensate for the higher levels of spread.
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Exhibit 4: Volatility levels across bonds are converging with Global G7 as an outlier

The highest dispersion pattern is observed by Global G7 over a 10-year period. A 3-year rolling volatility peaked post-GFC with the highest standard deviation by Global G7 USD. Investors might conclude that non-developed markets were not as affected by the GFC and developed market economic
crises as much as other markets, at least in the fixed income segment. The underlying returns of the
bonds are not as strong as there is an identifiable element of currency pick up – excluding those that
are hedged. Despite lower median levels, government bonds still have a standard deviation that is equal
to corporate bonds. Standard deviation pattern of Long-term G7 separates from the general trend of
the market exhibiting significantly higher levels of volatility.
Furthermore, our analysis of volatility for major fixed income index (in both AUD and USD) shows
that current volatility remains in the lower quartile of the historical range. However, within this stable
secular back-drop, cyclical upswings in volatility are not uncommon. These periods of cyclical volatility
can produce opportunities for active managers particular for high-grade bonds that have sufficient risk
premiums. Fully hedged global government bonds, as well as Australian government bonds, remain very
stable
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Exhibit 5: Corporate bonds offering higher returns but not enough to reward investors for taking additional risk

Exhibit 5 demonstrates that corporate bonds yields offered significantly higher returns from 2013
onwards with growing dispersion between corporate and government yields. However, the spread
between both is significantly higher demonstrating that investors are being properly rewarded for
taking on the addition of corporate risk. However, we believe selectivity and discernment are also
important for active managers as the global economic cycle matures and economies start to weaken.
Skilled active managers can help investors navigate through the cycle by focusing on downside risk that
may originate from unexpected moves in spreads as well as issuer defaults.
The exhibit also displays the declining trend in the growth differential ratio of government bonds from
mid-2012 which highlights the underperformance of government yields.
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Exhibit 6: High levels of variability and no visible patterns with bond returns across historical data

Exhibit 6 demonstrates that there is not a lot of persistence across calendar years as there are high
levels of variability in bond returns in historical data. However, EM Hard Currency proves to be the
most consistent as its returns have consistently ranked in the top 10 since 2010.
Exhibit 7: East Asian markets continue to outperform with high calendar returns in 2018

Geographically, East Asian markets experienced positive performance with Japan, China and South
Korea, exhibiting highest returns globally. Across the Asian market, China has become the most attractive for investors as the country’s rapid market reforms, relatively high yields and the prospects
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of yan bonds being included in major bond benchmarks have urged many investors to the $12 trillion
markets1. Furthermore, any concerns investors may have had about the impact of the US-Sino trade
war on China’s economy have been allayed by Beijing's push to ease monetary and fiscal policy. Adding
to the allure of Chinese bonds, Beijing is temporarily eliminating taxes for foreign institutions looking
to invest in the country’s corporate bond market. In contrast to China’s strong performance, Argentina’s negative returns can be attributed to a fragile economy and risks to sovereign debt sustainability
and financing flexibility, all amplified by President Macri’s uncertain future2.
Exhibit 7 also shows that Global G7 provided higher returns in comparison to emerging and broad
markets

1

Sano.H, “Yield Hungry Japanese investors flocking to Chinese Bonds”, Reuters
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-japan-bonds-china/yield-hungry-japanese-investorsflocking-to-chinese-bonds-idUSKCN1MD03S
2
Rapoza.K, “There is only one way Mauricio Macri is Reelected in Argentina”, Forbes
https://www.forbes.com/sites/kenrapoza/2019/05/21/there-is-only-one-way-mauriciomacri-is-re-elected-in-argentina/#6698525a5e0c
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Foresight Analytics™
Foresight Analytics™ is a leading provider of quantitative investment research, analytics and consulting solutions to global investors, fund buyers and fund sellers. Using its innovative 360-degree framework and cloud-based technology, Foresight Analytics provides insight-based analytical and industry
intelligence solutions to leading investment management companies, superannuation funds, third-party
product distributors, family offices and endowment funds.
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Disclaimers and Disclosures
The material contained in this document is for
general information purposes only. It is not intended as an offer or a solicitation for the purchase and/or sale of any security, derivative, index, or financial instrument, nor is it an advice
or a recommendation to enter into any transaction. No allowance has been made for transaction costs or management fees, which would
reduce investment performance. Actual results
may differ from reported performance. Past
performance is no guarantee for future performance.
This material is based on information that is
considered to be reliable, but Foresight Analytics make this information available on an “as is”
basis without a duty to update, make warranties, express or implied, regarding the accuracy
of the information contained herein. The information contained in this material should not be
acted upon without obtaining advice from a licensed professional. Errors may exist in data acquired from third-party vendors, the construction of model portfolios, and in coding related
to statistical tests.

Foresight Analytics disclaims any and all express
or implied warranties, including, but not limited
to, any warranties of merchantability, suitability
or fitness for a particular purpose or use.
Foresight Analytics has been paid a fee for strategic analysis and reporting however Foresight
has drawn its conclusions independently and using its proprietary forensic based-process. Foresight staff involved in the production of this report do not hold any investments or interest in
the strategy or the product provider. Foresight
is not paid any success fee in association with
the strategy.
Foresight does not rate fund products. This
consulting report should not therefore be considered as a Foresight ratings of the strategy.
This communication reflects our analysts’ opinions as of the date of this communication and
will not necessarily be updated as views or information change. All opinions expressed
herein are subject to change without notice.
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